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Uni-Craft Corp.’s Ergonomic Lift & Turn
Optimizes Palletizing Applications
Uni-Craft Corp. combines the unlimited versatility of Scissor Lifts with the ability to effortlessly rotate
and access heavy products for the ultimate ergonomic lifting and positioning solution. Designed for
use in palletizing applications, the Lift and Turn is a scissor lift with a manual turntable that can handle
up to 4,000-pound loads and is capable of turning 360°.
The Lift and Turn’s travel distance ranges up to 72 inches, has multiple portability options, and the
turntable platform itself can be rectangular, square, or circular depending on the application need.
Strong and durable, the Lift and Turn features solid steel one-piece arm assemblies that range from
1/2 inch to 3/4 inch thick, depending on travel, load capacity, and portability selections. The low-profile
design minimizes overall lift height, enabling easy and direct loading without the cost or need of a pit
installation. Full 360° load access increases productivity by reducing unnecessary walking or reaching
and allows operators closer contact with the platform to add or remove pallet loads. Ergonomically
4
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HYDRAULICALLY
CONTROLLED HOPPERS
These units are ideal where
control of the quantity of material dumped or the rate of discharge is critical. They operate off the hydraulic system
of your forklift and come
complete with male quickdisconnect hoses for easy
attachment to the forklift.

DIAMOND WIRE
MESH
ENCLOSURES
Send us the footprint of
your project and allow
our engineers to assist
you on your next
project!
Division 10 22 13.

CONVERT YOUR
FORKLIFT INTO A
WORK PLATFORM!
Available in 40", 72", 96",
and 120" lengths.

PROTECTIVE GUARD RAILING
These versatile guards act as both a visual and physical barrier to
help protect people and property such as aisles, docks, conveyors
and other equipment. Bolted rails are designed and tested to stop a
10,000 lbs load impacting at 4 mph from breaking through. Lift-out
rails shown. All hardware is included.

Jesco Industries, Inc.
Ph: 517-542-2903 Fax: 517-542-2501
PO Box 388
Litchfield, MI 49252-0388

lifting and positioning heavy loads to manageable
heights improves assembly control and optimizes
worker safety.
The Lift and Turn seamlessly accommodates palletizing, assembly, or welding applications found in
the automotive, steel, or manufacturing industries.
When you need a reliable scissor lift, the Uni-Craft
Lift and Turn can provide the ultimate ergonomic
solution optimal for your application. Connect with
us to discuss your ergonomic lifting and positioning
needs or visit our website, https://uni-craftcorp.
com/ to explore a full line-up of our products.
ABOUT US
Uni-Craft Corp offers a broad line of positioning
equipment including scissor lifts, tilt tables, mast lifts
and upenders to address the industrial ergonomic
and safety needs. Taking solutions to new heights.
The Uni-Craft full solution includes equipment that is
designed to fit and easy to maintain; paired effectively
with controls, options and accessories; support before,
during and post-sale; parts and service including remanufacturing of existing equipment all delivered by
experienced staff of engineers. For more information
about Uni-Craft Corp. please visit https://uni-craftcorp.
com/ or email info@uni-craftcorp.com.
www.uni-craftcorp.com
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New Norton Product Guide Simplifies
Right Angle Grinding Abrasives Selection
Norton | Saint-Gobain Abrasives, one of the world’s largest abrasives manufacturers, has introduced a
new comprehensive 24-Page Product Guide for Right Angle Grinding. The new guide simplifies proper
abrasives selection for varying process steps and materials, including the most complex and challenging right angle grinding
applications.

Explained in the guide,
Norton abrasives are
classified in BEST, BETTER, and GOOD performance/ price tiers to help
users choose the right
product for a specific
application. The product
guide is color-coded for
the eight key application
processes found in metal
fabrication including cutting, heavy-duty grinding,
stock removal, blending/ refining, deburring,
surface preparation/
cleaning, finishing, and
polishing. A “BEST prod8
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Stryker ST Series
Remote Control Spotlight

Hardwire Control Option
Wired Dash Mount

Wireless Remote Option
Operates up to 80’
from light

ST SERIES BY GOLIGHT
• Multiple Unit Selector Function
-2 units with 1 remote
• Home Position Function
• Fluorescent Remote Buttons

• New Wireless Technology Benefits
- Simultaneous Pan + Tilt
- Multiple users can operate lights in
close proximity without
interference

• Smart Programming Logic
- Quick and simple pairing

• Stainless Steel Mounting Brackets

• 5 Year Limited Warranty

• UV and Saltwater Resistant

GOLIGHT INC | 800.557.0098 | 308.278.3131 | golight.com

uct” solution is referenced for each application.
In addition, an application matrix provides a
product selection guide divided by material
and cost requirement, whether by performance or economy criteria.

The guide also has a grit application table
which shows the grit overlap for each product
type and every stage of the application process. Process-to-product recommendations
are provided based on material including mild
steel, stainless steel and aluminum. Fourteen
pages of the product guide detail technical
tips for application steps and recommended
products. Application steps for various materials include weld preparation and removal in
carbon steel, cut-off to commercial finish in
stainless steel, weld removal to a bright finish
in stainless steel, aluminum and non-ferrous
metal preparation for paint/ coatings, paint
coating and corrosion removal, scale removal/
cleaning, sharp edge removal after laser cutting in carbon steel, and final finish polishing in
carbon steel and stainless steel.

To view and download the product guide,
visit catalog-rightanglegrinder-ind-8923-bookmarked.pdf (nortonabrasives.com).

www.nortonabrasives.com
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EMUGE-FRANKEN USA Introduces Line of Multipurpose Thread Mills

New MultiTHREAD Line Offers Cost-Effective Universal Thread Milling Solution for Job Shop Manufacturers
Today, EMUGE-FRANKEN USA, a leading manufacturer of high-performance taps, thread mills, end mills, drills,
and other rotary tools, has announced the launch of a new line of multipurpose thread mills designed for threading a wide range of standard materials efficiently and economically. Ideal for job shop manufacturing where part
applications and materials frequently change, EMUGE MultiTHREAD™ Thread Mills provide a versatile solution for
many threadmaking requirements.

12
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MultiTHREAD Thread Mills enable shops to boost their
production output and save on threadmaking costs,
as fewer types of thread mills need to be stocked in
the tool crib and the possibility of broken taps and
scrapped parts are eliminated. “MultiTHREAD cuts
most materials that job shops encounter while providing thread accuracy, quality and finish with high
process security and control,” said Marlon Blandon,
EMUGE-FRANKEN USA Thread Milling Product Manager.
MultiTHREAD Thread Mills feature a proprietary TIN
T21 coating developed by EMUGE, which reduces chip
welding and improves chip evacuation. MultiTHREAD
Thread Mills also allow one tool to thread both through
and blind holes and make right or left-hand threads.
Two types of sub-micro grain carbide thread mills are
offered – full form or single plane. Full form thread
mills that machine threads in one timesaving cutting
rotation, feature a rigid core diameter that reduces
deflection. The single plane design enables one tool
to produce multiple thread sizes and allows the pitch
diameter to be controlled.

EMUGE MultiTHREAD Thread Mills are available in a
broad range of types and sizes. Full form 2XD thread
mills range from No.10 to 3/4” sizes in solid tools, and
1/4” to 1” sizes in coolant-through tools. Full form
thread mills are also available in metric sizes. Single
plane 2XD thread mills range from No. 0 to 3/4” including STI sizes in inch, and 3XD single plane mills range
from No. 2 to 3/4”. Single plane models are available
in either solid, or coolant-through on larger sizes. In
total, over 80 SKUs of MultiTHREAD tools are stocked as
standard.
Click here for more information about EMUGE MultiTHREAD™ Thread Mills.
About EMUGE-FRANKEN
For over 100 years, the German company group
EMUGE-FRANKEN has been one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of precision tools for thread cutting,
gaging, clamping, and milling. With 1,950 employees,
EMUGE-FRANKEN offers an innovative product program
with 40,000 in-stock items and a multiple of that with
customer-specific tools. The product range focuses on
applications in the automotive industry, power plants,
aerospace industry and medical technology as well as general manufacturing. As a complete system supplier for the
machining industry, EMUGE-FRANKEN has branch offices
or sales partners in 52 countries.
EMUGE-FRANKEN USA is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
1,950 employee German company EMUGE-Werk Richard
Glimpel GmbH & Co. KG (Lauf, Germany). EMUGE-FRANKEN
USA offers end-user technical support through a network
of in-the-field engineers and in-house product specialists,
all with extensive tooling and application experience. Over
10,000 types of cutting tools and accessories are stocked in
the company’s U.S. and Canadian Headquarters located in
West Boylston, MA, U.S.A. The recently expanded 50,000+
sq. ft. facility includes a technology center with a machining and tooling demonstration showroom and classroom,
tool manufacturing and coating, reconditioning, warehouse, sales, support, and administrative offices.
For more information on EMUGE-FRANKEN USA, call
800-323-3013, at 1800 Century Drive, West Boylston, MA
01583-2121, or visit (www.emuge.com).
www.emuge.com
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Shopserve® Microfiber Towels for Cleaning On-the-Go
New dispenser puts durable microfiber towels where needed most

Take microfiber cleaning and detailing on the go with Hospeco Brands Group’s Shopserve® microfiber towels, now available in a convenient dispensing box. These thin but durable 12” x 12” towels
are perfect for quickly removing dirt, dust, and bacteria from surfaces requiring little to no chemicals.
And now, with the convenient dispensing box, microfiber cleaning towels can be kept in areas where
cleaning up or wiping down surfaces is a more constant undertaking, assuring maximum efficiency and
efficacy.

Shopserve® microfiber towels are economical enough to be use as a disposable towel or can be laundered for limited reuse.
16
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Shopserve microfiber cloths are made of polyester and polyamide. The fibers are more than 100 times
smaller than a human hair, creating a larger volume of fibers touching a surface compared to traditional cotton cloths. The increased surface area makes Shopserve microfiber significantly more absorbent,
seemingly lifting and trapping dust and dirt into their fiber web. Further, they are non-linting, making
them ideal for cleaning and polishing applications. They also excel at absorbing grease and oil.

These general-purpose cleaning and detailing towels are suitable for applications as diverse as building
services and maintenance, industrial, manufacturing, automotive, healthcare, agriculture, and more.

Shopserve is offered in a variety of colors including red, yellow, green, and blue to help prevent cross
contamination and to indicate different chemical use. These machine washable, colorfast, edgeless
towels are non-abrasive and won’t scratch surfaces.

For more information, visit www.hospeco.com/product/8410

•

Big updates on
CASE, New Holland, JCB
& John Deere

The OHV Pro is our answer to folks needing a stand alone, full featured scan tool for working on Agricultural, Construction,
Mining and other Off-highway applications. Brands such as John Deere, Volvo, Caterpillar and CASE are covered. Perform
bi-directional controls on hydraulics and special functions, such as injector coding, DPF regens and VGT calibrations.

8” Android Tablet | IP65 Rated | Bluetooth Wireless | Easy Updates | Remote Technician
®

WWW.CANDOINTL.COM
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909/CANDO-11(226-3611)

Custom Insurance for the
Construction Industry
With XINSURANCE, You Get…
> All-In-One Approach
> Agent Friendly
> Limits up to $10MM
> Property & Casualty
> Professional Liability
> Commercial Auto Liability

Ask us
about our new
coverage option –
Communicable
Disease
Liability

To get your free
custom insurance
quote for the
construction industry,
visit www.xinsurance.com

(available in most states)

> Products Liability
> Exclusions/Gaps in
Current Coverage & More
XINSURANCE is powered by Evolution Insurance
Brokers, LC (“EIB”), an excess and surplus lines
insurance brokerage. XINSURANCE is a DBA of
EIB, which is domiciled in and has its principal
place of business in Sandy, Utah. This insurance product is offered by an unlicensed
surplus lines insurer. The NPN for EIB
is 5464658 and CA license number is
0H93938.

You can also contact
Logan Fitzgerald directly at
801.304.5562 or
loganf@xinsurance.com
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